Is the medical record an accurate reflection of patients' symptoms during acute myocardial infarction?
Documentation of symptoms in the medical record provides clinicians and researchers with valuable information about the patient's experience during acute myocardial infarction (AMI). To examine the consistency between the patient's reported symptoms and the medical record, 215 patients were interviewed and their medical records examined for information about their admission symptoms. Chest pain was the most frequently reported and recorded symptom, and there was good agreement between the patient's report and the medical record. Although fatigue was the second most frequently reported symptom by patients, it was rarely documented in the medical record. Time of symptom onset was identified by 87.9% of patients but only documented in 60.5% of medical records. Clinicians may be recording those symptoms that support the AMI diagnosis and not those perceived to be less relevant. Findings suggest that the medical record is an inaccurate and inadequate source of information about patients' actual experience of AMI symptoms.